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December 10, 2006

The Best of India, One Cup at a Time
By MATT GROSS

The cool, fertile foothills of the Indian Himalayas grow some of the world’s most prized teas. The region is also one of the most inaccessible in the
world — 7,000 feet above sea level, reachable by a slow, narrow-gauge train or flights into Bagdogra, a military airport. But tea estates from Assam
to Darjeeling are now converting British-built 19th-century bungalows into luxury lodgings, catering to a growing band of sophisticated palates
seeking the perfect cup of tea.
A good time to visit is March, when the tea harvest begins. This is the first flush, when the youngest, most fragrant tips are plucked by workers on
plantations across the state of West Bengal. Guests at Makaibari (www.makaibari.gq.nu), the world’s first certified biodynamic tea farm, can hike
through rain forests in search of tigers and leopards, watch tea leaves being plucked from slopes as steep as 80 degrees, and sleep in a four-bedroom stone house.
And, of course, there are daily tastings of the farm’s crop, proclaimed as the Champagne of teas (and nearly as pricey — the Silver Tips Reserve sells
for around $158 a pound in the United States).
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High Tea, India Style
By MATT GROSS

THE Himalayas rose almost out of nowhere. One minute the Maruti Suzuki hatchback was cruising the humid plains of West Bengal, palm trees and
clouds obscuring the hills to come; the next it was navigating a decrepit road that squiggled up through forests of cypress and bamboo. The taxi
wheezed with the strain of the slopes, and the driver honked to alert unseen vehicles to our presence — one miscalculation, one near miss, could
send the little car over the edge and down thousands of feet, returning us to the plains below in a matter of seconds.
For an hour or more, as we climbed ever higher, all I saw was jungle — trees and creepers on either side of us, with hardly a village to break the
anxious monotony. Finally, though, somewhere around 4,000 feet, the foliage opened just enough to allow a more expansive view. From the edge
of the road, the hills flowed up and down and back up, covered with low, flat-topped bushes that looked like green scales on a sleeping dragon's
flanks. Tiny dots marched among the bushes and along the beige dirt tracks that zigzagged up the hillsides — workers plucking leaves from Camellia sinensis, the tea bushes of Darjeeling.
Flying to a remote corner of India and braving the long drive into the Himalayas may seem like an awful lot of effort for a good cup of tea, but
Darjeeling tea isn't simply good. It's about the best in the world, fetching record prices at auctions in Calcutta and Shanghai, and kick-starting the
salivary glands of tea lovers from London to Manhattan.
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In fact, Darjeeling is so synonymous with high-quality black tea that few non-connoisseurs realize it's not one beverage but many: 87 tea estates
operate in the Darjeeling district, a region that sprawls across several towns (including its namesake) in a mountainous corner of India that sticks up
between Nepal and Bhutan, with Tibet not far to the north.
Each has its own approach to growing tea, and in a nod to increasingly savvy and adventurous consumers, a few have converted bungalows into
tourist lodging, while others are accepting day visitors keen to learn the production process, compare styles and improve their palates — a teetotaler's version of a Napa Valley wine tour, but with no crowds.
Still, such a trip requires a certain amount of fortitude, as I discovered when I set out to blaze a trail from estate to estate last March, during the “first
flush” harvest, said to produce the most delicate, flavorful leaves. (The second flush, in May and June, is really just as good.) It wasn't just the roads
once marvels of engineering, now tracks of terror that produce daily news reports of fatal plunges that made the journey a challenge. It was the
egos.
The men who run the estates are royalty and they know it. When visiting their domains, you are at their disposal, not the other way around. At
times, this can be frustrating; at others, delightfully frustrating.
I HAD my first such encounter — the latter sort — at Makaibari, an estate just south of the town of Kurseong, around 4,500 feet above sea level.
Founded by G. C. Banerjee in the 1840s, during the region's first great wave of tea cultivation, Makaibari remains a family operation, run by Banerjee's great-grandson Swaraj — better known as Rajah.
Rajah is a Darjeeling legend: He's arguably done more for Darjeeling tea than anyone else in the district. Back in 1988, he took the estate organic;
four years later, it was fully biodynamic, the first in the world.
Today, it produces the most expensive brew in Darjeeling, a “muscatel” that sold for 50,000 rupees a kilogram (about $555 a pound, at recent
exchange rates of around 41 rupees to the dollar) at auction in Beijing last year. You won't often spot his logo — a five-petaled flower that resembles the underside of a tea blossom — on grocery store shelves, but you'll find his leaves in boxes marked Tazo and Whole Foods.
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After checking into one of the six no-frills bungalows he has erected for tourists, I marched into the Makaibari factory (opened in 1859), climbed the
wooden steps to Mr. Banerjee's office and sat down across the desk from a vigorous patrician with thick gray hair, a clean-shaven angular jaw and
black eyebrows in permanent ironic arch. What, he asked, smoking a borrowed cigarette, did I hope to accomplish at Makaibari?
“Well,” I began, as the smell of brewing leaves wafted in from the adjacent tasting room, “I guess I'd like to see how tea is made.”
“Ha! You've come to the wrong place for that,” Mr. Banerjee declared with an eager grin. “This is the place to see how tea is enjoyed!”
Then he poured me a cup — bright but mellow, with a faint fruity sweetness that lingered on my tongue. It was to be the first of many perfect cups.
Enjoying tea at Makaibari was an involved business, one that began before I'd even woken up. At 7:30 every morning, a knock would come at the
door of my bungalow, and Mr. Lama, the grandfatherly caretaker, would present me with a cup of fresh, hot “bed tea,” which I'd sip groggily before
leaving my woolen blankets for the chilly mountain air.
At breakfast in the glassed-in common room, more tea, after which I'd march down to the factory. On one side of the road were the dragon's green
flanks. On the other, the red, white, yellow and blue prayer flags of a tin-roofed Buddhist monastery fluttered in the Himalayan breeze. Uniformed
children on their way to school would shout “Hello!” while their parents, many of them Makaibari employees, would put their palms together and
quietly say, “Namaste.”
In Makaibari's wood-paneled offices, I'd have a cup while waiting for Mr. Banerjee to arrive — it was with him, not some hospitality manager, that I
would plan my days. Sometimes he'd show up early, other days late, but the office was filled with memorabilia with which to pass the time:
portraits of Mr. Banerjee's father, grandfather and great-grandfather; certificates announcing new record prices; a chart of tea-tasting vocabulary;
and a small tea plant that concealed two “tea devas,” curious insects whose bodies mimic the shape and color of a tea leaf.
After making his entrance — sometimes on his black gelding, Storm, but always wearing a highwaisted safari suit he designed himself — Mr.
Banerjee would expound on everything from Rudolf Steiner's biodynamic farming theories to the fall of Atlantis to his youth on Carnaby Street in
London, where he made a fortune before retreating to Darjeeling to grow tea.
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Eventually, we'd move into the tasting room, where Mr. Banerjee would inspect the day's production. No tea bags here — this was “SFTGFOP,” the
labels noted: super-fine tippy golden flowery orange pekoe, the healthy, unbroken leaves from the very top of the bush. Earlier, an assistant had
weighed out precisely two grams from several batches, steeped them in nearly boiling water for five minutes, and strained the tea into white
ceramic bowls.
As with wine, tasting tea is no simple process of gulping and grading. Mr. Banerjee first inspected the infused leaves for color and nose, and only
then sipped from each bowl, inhaling sharply to oxidate the liquid and release its flavors, and sloshing it loudly around his mouth before spitting it
into a nearby tub. Then, with hardly a moment's hesitation, he'd move on to the next bowl, and the next, and the next.
Then it was my turn.
“Taste those two,” Mr. Banerjee ordered the first day, “and tell me which you prefer.”
I did as he said. Both had the gentle floral aroma typical of first-flush Darjeelings, but the second had a pronounced strength and astringency that
appealed to me, even though I knew that Darjeeling growers try for subtlety over punch. I told him my decision.
“Bah!” he said after resampling them. “That one only has undertones of peach. The first one has peach flavors and is much more complex. It's far
superior!”
I blushed — I had much to learn. And for the next few days, I studied hard.
First, I followed the tea pickers — mostly ethnic Nepali women — into the fields, where they spent all morning and all afternoon moving across the
steep slopes like mountain goats, with bamboo baskets on their backs. “Dui path, ek suiro” was what they plucked — “two leaves, a bud” — slowly
transforming each bush from bright yellowish green to the deep sheen of the older leaves.
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In the factory, massive steel machines were turning the harvest into drinkable tea by the “orthodox” method. After 16 to 20 hours in withering
troughs that remove much of their moisture, the fresh leaves go into rollers that curl them into precise formations once achieved only by hand.
Then comes the fermentation, during which the tea develops its flavor, becoming a half-fermented oolong or a fully fermented black tea. Next the
tea is fired — baked — to stop the fermentation, and the leaves are sorted, graded, packed and sent to the tasting room for Mr. Banerjee's approval.
One day, he asked his manager, Deb Majumder, to bring me into “the inner sanctum,” the room where he prepares his special biodynamic fertilizer
ingredients: oak bark, valerian flower, chamomile, dandelion. Another, quartz crystal, is ground up and mixed with large quantities of water in direct
sunlight, supposedly absorbing cosmic energy and transferring it to the crops.
“At first,” Mr. Majumder said, “I didn't think it would work. I thought things would go down. But after a few years, things began to improve.”
The harvest increased, but he said he noticed other benefits: two troublemakers assigned to mix the quartz solution calmed down and became
friendly, a result perhaps of the cosmic energy.
After a few days of studying tea, exploring Makaibari's hundreds of acres of wilderness and devouring home-style vegetarian meals, it was time to
move on. For one thing, other teas were awaiting my taste buds, but I was also growing uncomfortable in my bare-bones bungalow, with its
low-wattage lamps and frequent water problems. (Mr. Banerjee is in negotiations with hotel companies to turn the bungalows into an upscale
eco-resort.)
A COUPLE of days later, however, I found myself no more relaxed. Instead, I was on a spine-shaking early-morning jeep ride down the worst roads
I'd yet experienced. In 90 minutes, we'd traveled only 20 miles from Darjeeling town, the gritty, urban heart of the district, and I could hardly imagine a pleasant ending to the journey.
Then we reached an oasis, Glenburn. This century-old planter's house, meticulously restored, stood on the edge of a plateau, its porch, strewn with
sofas and chairs, looking out to the terraced slopes of the valley. The suites were vast, kitted out in teak club chairs and four-poster beds that
evoked the Raj.
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Breakfast had just begun, a fabulous spread of fresh-baked croissants with pomelo marmalade, a spicy Parsi scrambled egg dish, bacon, sausage,
papaya, custard apple, orange juice. ... I sat down among the other guests, a mix of 10 Indians, Britons and Americans, and gorged in bliss.
The man responsible for Glenburn's tea was Sanjay Sharma, 33, whose self-satisfied smile suggested he was well on his way to developing a
Rajah-size ego. And perhaps with good reason — at 28, he was appointed estate manager, the youngest ever in Darjeeling, he said. He has tried to
push the production in new directions, and he asserted that Glenburn now ranked No. 17 in the district.
In my limited experience, it could have been No. 2 after Makaibari. Mr. Sharma's first-flush teas had that wonderful flowery scent and a long, lingering aftertaste, with just a hint of bite.
Alas, Glenburn was booked, so I endured the jackhammer trip back to Darjeeling, consoled by a single thought: soon, I'd be checking into Goomtee,
a resort recommended by Nathmull's, the best tea shop in Darjeeling.
In terms of luxury, Goomtee stood somewhere between Makaibari and Glenburn. The comfy planter's house recalled 1950 rather than 1850, with
huge rooms and a garden of azaleas in purplish bloom, and since the owners of the cypress-dotted estate were strict vegetarians, so were the
guests — myself and four Japanese women from a tea-appreciation society. After checking in and getting a traditional welcome dollop of
green-tinted rice pressed to my forehead, I followed them and their translator to the fields.
And I began to fade. Maybe it was that I'd seen too many tea bushes, maybe that I couldn't understand Japanese, maybe that later I once again
found myself waiting in the office of another estate manager, wondering if I'd ever get a taste of his leaves.
I was about to drop off entirely when an assistant brought in a full tea service and poured us each a cup. I sipped. This is what they mean by “brisk,” a
bright flavor that fills your mouth and wakes you right up.
“Oishii!” the women cooed. “So tasty!”
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I soon learned more about briskness, when I set off one morning for Muscatel Valley, Goomtee's farflung organic fields. It was a more serious hike
than I'd expected, about four and a half miles up narrow, rocky paths that eventually led to an awe-inspiring landscape.
If Makaibari had been wild and Glenburn a fantasyland, then Muscatel Valley was positively prehistoric, with massive stone outcroppings amid
lonely fields of tea bushes stretching into the Jurassic distance. Sunlit mist shrouded the far mountains, and all traces of civilization vanished. There
was nothing but me and the tea.
When I returned to my room, I flopped down in exhaustion. It wasn't the hike, though: I was tea'd out.
How, I wondered, could these professionals differentiate among the infinitely subtle gradations of flavor and scent? What stuck in my mind was the
tea-ness of tea, floral aroma, hints of fruit and wood on the palate, and a fragile astringency that buzzed in my mouth long after the liquid had gone
down. But which cup had that been, the Makaibari or the Glenburn? Or had I just imagined it?
A day later, on a slow Internet connection, I received an instant message from a friend in New York: Could I bring her some first flush?
“It's for a dear friend from Darjeeling,” she wrote. “He's dying, and he hasn't lived in India for more than 60 years, but he still dreams about the tea.”
I had a mission. On my way home, I bought a wooden box of Makaibari's first flush and delivered it to my friend soon after my return. A few weeks
later, she forwarded me her 97-year-old friend's thankyou e-mail note.
“It was so precious,” he wrote, “that I shared part of it with the Namgyal Monastery” in Ithaca, N.Y. The “beautiful little casket” of tea now sits at the
feet of the monastery's Buddha, he added, and “in the major pujas to come, it is your gift that will be brewed.”
Prayer ceremonies in the Finger Lakes, I thought: a fitting end for this tiny box of fragrant leaves. Namaste to that.
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VISITOR INFORMATION
HOW TO GET THERE
Continental Airlines has daily direct flights from Newark to New Delhi; round trips start about $1,250 in early November. From New Delhi, Jet
Airways (www.jetairways.com), Indian Airlines (www.indianairlines.in) and Air Deccan (www.flyairdeccan.net) fly to Bagdogra Airport near Siliguri, about 50 miles from Darjeeling.
The Darjeeling Himalayan Railway or Toy Train — a quaint, steam-powered narrow-gauge railway — will get you to Darjeeling town in seven hours
from Siliguri; first-class tickets are 247 rupees; secondclass, 38 rupees (about $6 and $1, at 41 rupees to the dollar).
A taxi ride will take three hours and cost 700 to 1,000 rupees. Hotels or tea estates can arrange for one.

VISITING THE TEA ESTATES
Makaibari (91-354-233-0181; www.makaibari.org) charges 750 rupees a person a night or 1,400 rupees for two, all meals included. Reservations
can be made through its Calcutta office (91-33-2287- 8560). Homestays with Makaibari workers can also be arranged.
Those seeking more comfortable lodging can book Cochran Place (132 Pankhabari Road, Kurseong; 91-354-233-0703; www.imperialchai.com), a
colonial-style lodge about 15 minutes' walk from Makaibari. Doubles range from 2,200 to 3,700 rupees with breakfast, but 50 percent less during
monsoon season, mid-August to mid-September. Cochran Place will also arrange tours of Ambootia, another organic estate.
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Glenburn (91-33-2288-5630; www.glenburnteaestate.com) charges non-Indians $400 a night for two, all meals included; day trips from $50 a
person, including transportation. Glenburn will arrange helicopter arrivals for those unwilling to brave the bumpy journey.
Reservations for Goomtee (www.darjeelingteas.com) are handled by Girish Sarda at Nathmull's Tea Room in Darjeeling (91-354-233-5066). Doubles
are 5,600 rupees a night, all meals included. The best place to stay in Darjeeling town is the Elgin (91-354-225-4082; www.elginhotels.com). Doubles
with all meals are 6,445 rupees. It offers quite a nice high tea every afternoon (250 rupees).

BUYING TEA

Every estate sells its own tea at a good price, but for the full spectrum, head to Nathmull's Tea Room (Laden La Road, Darjeeling; 91-354-225-6437;
www.nathmulltea.com). It sells the best of the district, except Makaibari.
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Calcutta India
Wednesday , July 2 , 2008

Olympics end tea break
SANJAY MANDAL

Calcutta, July 1: A consignment of Makaibari green tea will leave tomorrow for guests at the Beijing Olympics.
With the bandh in the hills temporarily suspended, Darjeeling tea gardens have rushed to send their consignments to Calcutta for export to the
global auction markets.
After a break of nearly three weeks, the first consignment of second flush Darjeeling tea will be loaded on a Singapore Airlines flight tomorrow.
A 333kg consignment, which includes second flush green tea from Makaibari Tea Estate, costing Rs 7,000 per kg, will be sent for the Beijing Olympics. Two other consignments, of 616kg and 110kg, from other tea gardens will be flown to Tokyo.
“The consignment was scheduled to be sent on June 22 but it got delayed. It is one of our best quality teas and is sent for special guests at the
Olympics,” said P.K. Chakraborty, manager, Makaibari Tea Estate.
Emirates is scheduled to carry Darjeeling tea after July 15, an airline official said.
Since June 10, no consignment of Darjeeling tea could be exported out of Calcutta’s airport and port because of the shutdown forced by the
Gorkha Janmukti Morcha.
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“Around 80 per cent of the second flush Darjeeling tea is exported. So, with the bandh temporarily lifted now, the planters are trying to clear their
warehouses as quickly as possible,” said Basudeb Banerjee, chairman, Tea Board of India.
“However, this does not mean the entire product would be rushed for export. The mercantile export agents in Calcutta would hold the stock for
better prices and also to keep supply going if there are further disruptions,” a tea industry source said.
Exporters and planters said the supply of tea was still irregular and they feared another round of disruptions once the bandh resumed on July 5.
A brief spell of showers in May kicks off the second flush season, after the first flush ends in late April. As the rains set in, monsoon flush tea is
produced. The quality then deteriorates and fetches lower prices.
Darjeeling produces about one million kg of tea in June, the average price being Rs 800- 1,000 a kg. Tea worth Rs 2 crore is exported every day and a
day’s loss in production costs the planters Rs 3.33 crore.
The annual production is 10-11 million kg, of which 70 per cent is exported to meet the huge demand in the US, the UK, Germany, Japan and other
developed countries. Darjeeling accounts for 7 to 8 per cent of the Rs 1,800-2,000 crore India earns from tea export every year.
Along with tea, Kalimpong’s flower export will also resume. A 300kg sample consignment of orchid will be sent to Tokyo. “We are expecting large
consignments later this week,” said a Singapore Airlines official.
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Best Cup of Tea
WestBengal, India

Makaibari Tea Estate
By Madhur Singh

If Darjeeling is the champagne of teas, Makaibari is the Krug or Henri Giraud. At the 677-hectare Makaibari Tea Estate nestled in the eastern Himalayas, you not only taste the finest of its aromatic, amber brews, but experience tea as a way of life. Gurkha tea workers host visitors in chalets
attached to their own homes, which dot the seven villages of the estate, situated roughly 1,400 m above sea level.
After a day's induction — with tea-tasting sessions and a guided tour of the factory to see how luscious, freshly plucked leaves are processed into
green, white, oolong and black teas — visitors get some hands-on experience. Those who prefer to be in the tea gardens can choose between
planting tea bushes, plucking tea ("two leaves and a bud" is what you need to break off each time) and tending the nursery. Those who enjoy more
vigorous challenges can try milking cows or cleaning cattle sheds. And at the end of a hard day, you relax with a home-cooked meal made with
locally grown organic produce, then drive home with a cuppa brewed from leaves you plucked the previous day.
There's no TV, so after a fireside chat with your hosts — who will happily share folk tales, folk songs and plantation lore — you'll probably turn in
early, and that has an added bonus. If you rise when the first sun rays touch the valley, you stand a good chance of sighting exotic Himalayan birds
like the pied hornbill and the sultan tit. If you're very lucky, you may even spot a leopard or two before hiking back to your hosts for that tantalizing
first brew of the day. Not a tea lover? You will be at Makaibari.
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Brazil to kick off World Cup mornings with Darjeeling tea
Arpit Basu

Though India will be nowhere near the playing arena in Brazil during the World Cup, tea from the famous Darjeeling garden of Makaibari will kick
off the mornings for the players, guests and VIPs of the tournament.
The Makaibari Tea Estate, located in Kurseong (around 30 km from the hill station of Darjeeling), is sending a large consignment of tea to Brazil
during the World Cup.
The tea from the hills of Bengal is expected to serve at cafeterias, VIP and official boxes in the stadium during the World Cup that begins on June 12
and continues till July 13.
Established in 1859, the Makaibari Tea Estate is one of the world’s oldest tea factories.
The estate spans 670 hectares and has pioneered in organic farming practices in the tea trade.
“Our marketing partner in England, Hampstead Tea and Coffee Company, is exporting consignments from England to Brazil. Hampstead Tea and
Coffee is one of the largest tea selling companies in the world that has several notable names in its clientele,” Rajah Banerjee, the owner of Makaibari Tea Estate told HT.
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Their high end products such as Royal Camomile, black tea and the first flush are bound for Brazil. One of the world’s most expensive teas Silver Tips
Imperial is also in their export list to Pele’s country. The tea cost $40 (around Rs. 2,400) per 100 gms.
“We are sending this consignments through our wholesalers so I cannot comment on the exact quantity of the assignments. We export Makaibari
tea to 17 countries and I am happy that Brazil is adding to the list and that too, during such a global event,” Kiran Tawadey, an NRI and the founder
of the Hampstead Tea and Coffee Company told HT.
This is not the first time that tea from Makaibari will be served at a global sporting event. During the 2008 Beijing Olympics Banerjee sent a consignment of 300 kg of Silver Tips to the Chinese capital.
The tea was exclusively sampled and distributed to the VIP guests there.
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Makaibari cuppa for cognac price
Udit Prasanna Mukherji

KOLKATA: A special lot of handcrafted tea from the 155-year-old Makaibari Tea Estate in Kurseong sold recently for $1850 (around Rs 1.11 lakh) a
kilo, thus becoming the most expensive Indian tea ever sold.
Three buyers from UK, USA and Japan bought 20 kilos of this silver-tips imperial organic tea to sell to select buyers. For the end-buyers, this tea will
cost nothing less than Rs 700 a cup if brewed at home. And if you fancy a cup of this Makaibari tea at a five-star hotel, it would set you back by Rs
4,500 and Rs 5,000 — the same as a peg of rare Scotch like Blue Label Limited Edition or a Remy Martin Cognac.
Rudra Chatterjee, executive director of Luxmi Tea, which recently bought Makaibari, said that it has sold this organic tea to Hampstead Tea & Coffee
of UK, Eco Prima Inc of the US and Makaibari Japan Ltd. "Makaibari Japan is an independent company run by Yoko Ishi, who exclusively buys
Makaibari tea. This time they have bought 5 kg of this tea. Hampstead, one of our old customers, has taken 10 kg and the rest was bought by the
American company," he added.
Makaibari chairman Rajah Banerjee said their tea estate held the earlier record as well. Makaibari tea was the record holder at Beijing Tea Auctions
in 2006, where it sold for $1800 a kilo, and at Calcutta Auctions in 2003 where one lot sold for $450 a kg. "This unique tea (the one sold recently) is a
handmade semi-fermented light liquoring Oolong Tea that captures the essence of summer solstice. It was manufactured exclusively on June 13,
nine days before summer solstice. This ensures the highest degree of flavor for any vegetation," said Banerjee, a fourth-generation owner of
Makaibari before he sold it to Luxmi Tea earlier this year.
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The Japanese buyer, Ishi, said: "We always expect the world's best tea from Makaibari. The best produce from Makaibari has a loyal following among
our Japanese customers. We supply Silver Tips to Ritz Carlton Tokyo Roppongi Hotel, where customers buy Makaibari Silver Needles Tea at $45 (a
little over Rs 2,700) per pot."
President of Darjeeling Tea Association S S Bageria told TOI that this lot of Makaibari tea has set a new record not only for Darjeeling, but all Indian
tea. Sanjay Bansal, former president of the association, agreed with Bageria that at $1850 a kilo, this would be the highest price fetched by any
Indian tea. "I cannot recall any price higher than this," he said.
Officials of Calcutta Tea Traders Association agreed with Banerjee. "Makaibari tea holds the record for fetching the highest ever price — $450 a kilo
— in an Indian auction. But at that time the exchange rate was Rs 46 a dollar whereas it is a little over Rs 60 a dollar now," an official said.
Chatterjee, the young owner of the garden, is obviously delighted at his estate's tea creating yet another record. "I am delighted that Makaibari
continues to produce exceptional tea. After Luxmi's acquisition of Makaibari, our first priority was to ensure that only the most exceptional teas are
produced. Makaibari is one of Bengal's and India's treasures," he said.
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Rare tea picked every 108 years on a full moon night in June between
midnight and 3am goes on sale in UK ... but a jar making just 10 cups will
set you back £50
By ANUCYIA VICTOR FOR MAILONLINE

Pricey brew comes from Makaibari Tea Estate, Darjeeling, India
Family-run plantation the world's first biodynamic tea estate
Only 420 12g jars of rare £50 tea available

It's been described as the Holy Grail for tea connoisseurs - and a cup will set you back £5.
The pricey brew comes from India's Darjeeling Makaibari Tea Estate and there are only 420 jars of the rare tea on sale in the country.
Moonlight Silver Tip's tea-leaves are harvested between midnight and 3am once every 108 years on a full-moon night in June. And each £50 12g jar
makes just ten cups of tea.
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The high value is due to the small window of opportunity
available to pick the leaves, which has to be done at the
right celestial moment.
And the weather conditions have to be perfect as well; the
night the tea is picked has to be bright and clear.
Mark Nicholls, tea taster at Hampstead Tea in London,
where the jars can be purchased, said: 'The rarity of Moonlight Silver Tips is due to the optimum picking conditions
occurring once every 108 years.
'This tea was picked during the summer solstice and a full
moon, giving this rare planetary configuration.
'In addition, the tea was picked by moonlight, with the
conditions of the night of 13th June, between midnight
and 3am, optimal.'

Moonlight Silver Tips' tea-leaves are harvested between midnight and 3am once
every 108 years on a full-moon night in June. The rare tea comes from Makaibari Tea
Estate in Darjeeling, India

The white tea comes from the world's first biodynamic
estate on the oldest tea plantation in Darjeeling.
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Biodynamic agriculture is a form of organic farming.
Described as a holistic understanding of agricultural
processes, it treats soil fertility, plant growth and
livestock care as as ecologically interrelated tasks,
emphasising spiritual and mystical perspectives.
Moonlight Silver Tips tea has a light pale white
sherry depth, with a delicate peachy flavour. The tea
leaves benefit best from being brewed with filtered
water.

The white tea comes from the world's first
biodynamic tea estate on the oldest tea
plantation in Darjeeling
A 12g jar of the Moonlight Silver Tips tea
costs £50
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The King of Tea-Times
By Shabnam Srivastava

Makaibari signature tea—Silver Tips Imperial is
the benchmark for others in the industry to
emulate, and it is the symbol for the pursuit of
excellence
Luxury teas and tea blends have become a popular
dining accompaniment even as premiere café’s and
tea-rooms are becoming the favourite haunts of the
well-heeled, much-travelled tea-snobs and wellness-enthusiasts alike. In India, no mention of fabled
tea brands is complete without the mention of the
iconic Makaibari tea estate, located in Kurseong, the
land of the white orchids in Darjeeling. Pioneering in
many aspects, Makaibari is known to house the
world’s first tea factory, and its legacy dates back to
1859.
REGAL FLOVOURS | The resident ‘King’ of the tea estate, Rajah Banerjee sipping the exotic
Maikabari
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Verdant green landscape flirting close with the cloud-laden horizons make Makaibari a scenic extravaganza, not atypical of lush
tea plantations which transport you back into time and nature.
What adds to its singular charm is the rich bio-trope with tea
bushes co-existing with the diverse flora and fauna, encouraged by
the much-talked-about sustainable biodynamic farming practices
championed by the inimitable ‘Rajah of Makaibari’, Swaraj Kumar
Banerjee. This tea plantation is a must-have stopover for the global
traveller, the environmentalist, the ornithologist and the urban eco
tourist, for whom there are quaint home-stays, run by the Makaibari locals, providing an authentic experience of tea-estate living.
Interestingly, Makaibari Tea was also the official
tea partner at Beijing Olympics in 2008 and was
served again at the 2014 FIFA World Cup.
Makaibari is known to house the world’s first tea factory, and its legacy
dates back to 1859
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So much for beauty, now for the flavour itself that the name stands for! With its single estate tea reflecting the pure essence of this iconic plantation, Makaibari has been recognized as one of the finest tea gardens in the world commanding highest prices at tea auctions for some of its
brands, like the Silver Tips. Fourth generation planter, Mr Rajah Banerjee, says, “The passion is to make the specific personality of Makaibari reflect
in a cup anywhere you drink it in the world. Darjeeling tea is not an industry. It’s a handicraft, a very specialized art”. Interestingly, Makaibari Tea
was also the official tea partner at Beijing Olympics in 2008 and was served again at the 2014 FIFA World Cup.
Makaibari has some its own exotic varieties of tea like the Makaibari Tea Treasures
collection, comprising the First Flush Vintage, second flush muscatel, the Silver Green, the
white tea or Bai Mu Dan.
To bring the tea enthusiasts a real peek into the world of Makaibari and its chai, we have here a short te`te-a te`te that The Luxe Café held with the
resident ‘King’ of this tea estate, Rajah Banerjee.
The Luxe Café: Could you please tell us about the Makaibari signature tea—Silver Tips Imperial, which is apparently the most expensive
tea ever sold?
My great grandfather Girish Chandra Banerjee established Makaibari in 1859. Prior to Makaibari, only hand-made teas were available from China
and Japan. What has carried us through harsh times is the magic that this special area has. The diversity of flora and fauna, is unmatched elsewhere. The tea is the surplus of this essence that has created Brand Darjeeling globally. Realising this, successive generations of Banerjee’s continued honing their passion for the perfect tea, till I got lucky. However, though the Silver Tips is a peak, we at Makaibari feel that there are more
pinnacles to scale. Indeed, the Silver Tips Imperial is a benchmark for others in the industry to emulate, and it is the symbol for the pursuit of
excellence.
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As a fourth generation ‘tea planter’ steering ahead this iconic
estate, could you please share your expert insights on some
exclusive varieties of tea?
Makaibari tea is a single estate, bio-dynamically grown ‘magical
Himalayan herb’ which has some its own exotic varieties like the
Makaibari Tea Treasures collection, comprising the First Flush
Vintage, second flush muscatel, the Silver Green, the white tea or
Bai Mu Dan.
“I still contend that being a trainee tea taster in an
old established tea broking house at Kolkata is the
best learning ground for the nuances of tea
tasting,” Banerjee says.

Fourth generation planter, Banerjee working at the tea estate
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With tea becoming ‘trendy’ in the recent times, what is your
take on the trend of tea sommeliers? Are there any
national/international names you’d recommend?

Makaibari has been recognized as one of the finest tea gardens in the
world commanding highest prices at tea auctions for some of its brands,
like the Silver Tips

What a delight that tea is gaining popularity amongst the young
and trendy, as opposed to being a stuffy old maid’s drink in my
generation! This has spawned many tea institutes which educate
one on source of origin, and offer a gateway to tea being a great
career option futuristically. I still contend that being a trainee tea
taster in an old established tea broking house at Kolkata is the best
learning ground for the nuances of tea tasting. This could be
further honed by working at tea-houses in China, Japan, U.K, to
acquire the holistic fullness of learning about the other varieties of
tea. Keeping this in mind, Makaibari is contemplating a Tea
Institute to bring in all these aspects under one roof, replete with
tea masters from famous regions.
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Tea drinking is an experience enhanced by the accessories—silverware, china etc. Would you have any personal brand favourites in terms of such
tea-time accoutrements?
My preferences is always for the exquisite bone china tea sets, which are simple, elegant and transport a tea buff to the realms of their dream
world with every sip of the Makaibari tea.
“The wondrous part of tasting any Makaibari treasure is the retention of the delicate
aftertaste in the palate for at least a half hour after a sip.”

Makaibari is the ultimate brand for a connoisseur of Darjeeling tea. How can one distinguish this authentic tea, in terms of texture, taste,
aroma, and colour?
The parameters of tea-tasting and wine are absolutely similar. A single sip of any of the Makaibari Tea Treasures, imparts a soft genteel aroma of
peaches, grape or mango stein, following the seasonal subtleties. The wondrous part of tasting any Makaibari treasure is the retention of the
delicate aftertaste in the palate for at least a half hour after a sip.
Time Magazine featured Makaibari Teas as one of Asia’s top ten produces, not only for its flavour but also for the working practices
behind it. Given that you introduced many of these practices, what would you have to say about sustainability and luxury?
The world is marching on borrowed time, as the world is focussed solely for improving the ‘flavour’ in the balance sheet. Makaiabri offers one a
window to pursue the holistic flavour of life by growing and participating and contributing positively to the environment. The last bit is the
ultimate luxury.
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